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Abstract
We describe a new catalogue of strong Italian earthquakes that the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica in collaboration with SGA, has recently made available to the international scientific community and to the general public. The new catalogue differs from previous efforts in that for each event the usual seismic parameters are complemented by a list of intensity rated localities, a complete list of relevant references, a series of synoptic comments describing different aspects of the earthquake phenomenology, and in most cases even the text of the original written sources. The printed part of the catalogue has been published as a special monograph which contains also a computer version of the full database in the form of a CD-ROM. The software package includes a computer program for retrieving, selecting and displaying the catalogue data.
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1. Introduction
Traditional seismic catalogues represent each earthquake with a single computer record specifying in numerical form its origin time, its location and its associated energy. These catalogues, which we may call parametric, have long been used in many countries, and in most cases still are. In the past few years, however, there has been growing consensus that this format is no longer adequate to the needs of modern seismic hazard studies (e.g. Bellani et al., 1989; Postpischl et al., 1991). Nevertheless limited efforts have already been made towards the rationalization of the historical earthquake data and their reorganization in a comprehensive database including all the information that was used to determine the parameters themselves, such as the list of the locations for which the intensity was determined and the text of any available original sources (Bergamaschi et al., 1981; Stucchi, 1990).

In the past, the two main obstacles to the creation of such a database were the high cost of transferring onto computer media large amounts of documental material and the lack of standard criteria and formats in the assessment of earthquake effects. A wide bibliography of studies is in fact available for most of the major Italian historical earthquakes, but all of these studies are based on different approaches and methodologies and hence are not homogeneous. This condition may lead to significant difficulties and misinterpretations, for instance when the analysis of the historical data is performed without an adequate background on the historical lexicon; when different workers use different scales without explicitly stating it, or use different macroseismic interpretations for the rating criteria of the same scale; when the seismic response of historical buildings is not properly assessed; or finally, when the distribution of intensities is only given in the form of a hand-drawn isoseismal map. The availability of a homogeneous and complete computer database of historical seismicity data would certainly help reducing these
and other potential sources of uncertainty. It would also represent a giant leap for research in historical seismology, something similar to the big change triggered by the introduction of digital waveform recording and analysis techniques in instrumental seismology.

A research tool like this would indeed offer many advantages. First of all, anyone would be given the opportunity to access firsthand historical information, which would make any reevaluation of the data in the light of new assumptions and/or interpretative models much easier. The researcher would no longer be forced to accept previous interpretations of the data, much in the same way as a seismologist can now easily re-read arrival times from digitized waveforms instead of accepting existing routine pickings. The data could be straightforwardly and more objectively analyzed using modern computer techniques (for example see the work by Ferrari et al., 1995), and there would exist a clear record of the progressive improvements to the original dataset. Finally, thanks to the power and capabilities of modern computers, even large datasets could be easily exchanged via computer network or media.

2. Yet another catalogue?

Starting in 1987 the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica (ING) has promoted several studies to gather and rationalize any type of information on all the large Italian earthquakes that have left significant traces in the historical record. These studies were commissioned to Storia Geofisica Ambiente (SGA), a private firm based in Bologna that specializes in historical research into various types of natural phenomena. This effort has led to the publication of several large bodies of historical research on earthquakes that have occurred in Italy and in the Central and Eastern Mediterranean over the past two millennia. The most recent publication is that of the «Catalogue of Ancient Earthquakes in the Mediterranean Area up to the 10th century» (Guidoboni et al., 1994), a systematic and thorough revision of the strongest earthquakes of the first millennium. This work is based on many written sources most of which are reported in their original form and language. The forthcoming book «I Terremoti Distruttivi della Calabria e della Sicilia, Secoli XVI-XX» (Guidoboni et al., in preparation) presents a detailed and comprehensive analysis of all the earthquakes having maximum intensity larger or equal to degree VIII that have occurred in the two most active regions of Italy during the past five centuries.

In 1991, ING and SGA started developing PERSEUS (Boschi et al., 1992), a powerful computer database that would ensure quick access to the history of seismicity of any area struck by a strong earthquake. PERSEUS was originally designed to assist the Italian Civil Defense in the process of decision-making following a large earthquake, but soon became an essential tool for routine investigations on Italian seismicity by ING researchers. During its development all the information made available from previous studies, including all the intensity rated points, the comments produced to describe different aspects of each earthquake and the damage suffered by any struck locality, and in some cases even the text of original documents that were used to assess the earthquake effects, was transferred on computer media, for a total of over 100 Mbytes. The system was based on a GIS (Geographic Informative System) capable of displaying the location and the effects of the largest Italian earthquakes in relation with the country’s topography, distribution of towns and villages, and political boundaries. Owing to the complexity of its structure and to the large number of the tasks it was expected to perform, PERSEUS was implemented on a Sun workstation aided by a large electrostatic plotter. The system became operational at the ING at the beginning of 1993.

During the following six months PERSEUS generated significant attention in the national and international scientific community, such that in June 1993 the ING decided to derive a simplified version of the database. The new product, which is now published (Boschi et al., 1995), was termed «Catalogue of Strong Italian Earthquakes», takes advantage of the rapidly increasing capabilities of small personal computers and therefore is made easily available to a
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much broader audience than its father system. Compared to PERSEUS the new catalogue uses a simplified, non-geographical approach for selecting earthquakes and localities of interest, but it also emphasizes much more than its predecessor the friendliness of the various tools and commands and the rapidity of retrieval and processing of the information. Nevertheless the new catalogue retains three main qualities that already characterized PERSEUS:

a) it is a new generation catalogue, since for each earthquake it reports not only the standard synthetic seismological parameters but also the original texts used for analyzing its effects, synoptic comments by the compilers, and data on the demography, on the characteristics of the territory and of the buildings of the involved areas;

b) it is a dynamic catalogue, since any progress in basic historical investigations will be included in future releases. Each new release will summarize the progressive evolutionary stages of the database. The catalogue is open to the contribution of all the investigators in historical seismology who want to join this new effort and make available the results of their research to everyone;

c) it is a catalogue devoted to strong earthquakes, that is, all the earthquakes that have had significant effects from both geodynamic and socioeconomic points of view. This characteristic must be regarded also as a priority criterion for selecting earthquakes to be investigated with special emphasis in preparation for their inclusion in the catalogue.

The need for a catalogue of strong earthquakes is a direct consequence of Gutenberg and Richter's (1956) magnitude/frequency-of-occurrence law, which states that the number of earthquakes in each class of earthquake magnitude increases approximately tenfold when the magnitude decreases by one unit. In most types of seismic hazard analysis the completeness of the earthquake data over a certain period of time is a fundamental requirement, but this condition may lead to consider too many earthquakes if the selected magnitude threshold is too low. On the other hand, the energy-magnitude (Gutenberg and Richter, 1956) and moment-magnitude (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979) laws and the Characteristic Earthquake concept (Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984) indicate that, for a given seismogenic region, a few of the strongest earthquakes release most of the stored energy or seismic moment, such that studying a limited number of large events is generally sufficient to set the framework of a region’s seismic release.

While the large number of moderate size earthquakes that occurred in Italy may have induced the compilers of previous catalogues to somehow neglect the larger ones, our new catalogue was conceived and specifically designed to proceed from the «top» to the «bottom» of the Gutenberg-Richter pyramid, so that larger earthquakes are given more importance than smaller ones. The first version of the catalogue contains only earthquakes that were reported in the «Catalogo dei Terremoti Italiani dall’Anno 1000 al 1980» of the Progetto Finalizzato Geodinamica (Postpischl, 1985) with a maximum intensity larger than (but not equal to) degree VIII of the MCS scale, which also includes events having uncertain intensity between VIII and IX. In particular, the catalogue contains:

1) large earthquakes that occurred in Italy before the year 1000. These were accurately studied by ING and SGA between 1988 and 1994 (Guidoboni et al., 1989, 1994) (87 events);

2) all the largest earthquakes that have occurred in Sicily and Calabria during the past five centuries. These were accurately studied by ING and SGA between 1990 and 1994 (Guidoboni et al., 1995) (57 events);

3) all the earthquakes that were studied in preparation for the selection of nuclear sites. These studies were commissioned by ENEL (the Italian electric power agency) between 1983 and 1987 (about 100 events);

4) all the earthquakes that were reconsidered in the framework of the PERSEUS project (Boschi et al., 1992) (about 120 events).

Having been studied at different times, for different purposes and under the appointment of different agencies, the earthquakes that ap-
pear in the catalogue do not all exhibit the same level of detail. This condition can be summarized by reference to two main categories or standards of research completeness. In the first category, which we refer to as accurate, the information supplied includes synoptic comments for each locality, summary comments concerning the demography, building practice and distribution, political events, the natural and social environments at the time and in the region of the given earthquake, and any other aspect which may be relevant to the full understanding of its effects. Accurate investigations are complemented by reference cards describing all the sources of information on which the research is based and their availability and a collection of original texts. Studies falling under the second category, which we refer to as expeditious, supply only synoptic comments and reference cards for each earthquake. All of the earthquakes under the headings (1) and (2) (see above) were studied following accurate standards. Being especially focused on the safety of specific nuclear power plants, the study of each of the earthquakes investigated under the heading (3) was in part accurate and in part expeditious following a geographical criterion. All of the remaining earthquakes (heading (4)) were studied according to the expeditious standards.

The first version of the catalogue contains 346 earthquakes, but new historical investigations are already underway to expand the database. The new investigations have two main targets:

- extending the database to include all the earthquakes of intensity VIII and lower. This will require a specific expeditious study for each new earthquake. For instance, about 150 earthquakes with epicentral intensity VII-VIII and VIII that occurred in Italy were investigated between 1994 and 1995 and are scheduled to be published in 1996;
- re-investigate large and especially significant or controversial earthquakes that have been studied only expeditiously. Under this project the 9 September 1694 earthquake, a large event that devastated the same region struck by the 1980 Irpinia earthquake, will be re-analyzed in detail between 1994 and 1995.

In all cases the new investigations will be completed with the same approach and standards used for all the previously studied events, so as to preserve the consistency and homogeneity of the database.

3. Structure of the catalogue

The catalogue is distributed on a CD-ROM (Compact Disc Read Only Memory) using the ISO-9660 format. We believe this choice is especially convenient based on several considerations:

1) the high capacity of the CD medium (up to 650 Mbytes), which allows the whole database to be included on a single disk;
2) the fact that Compact Discs using the ISO-9660 format can be handled by virtually all the most common operating systems, so that different applications developed for different platforms can be distributed using the same physical medium;
3) the wide diffusion of the CD-reading units in the seismological community, which is partially due the fact that this medium is the same adopted by the main international agencies for the distribution of instrumental earthquake data;
4) the convenience of the medium itself, which is light, strong, virtually incorruptible and extremely inexpensive;
5) the read-only nature of the medium, which makes it the perfect choice for releasing reference data.

The data are supplied to the users in the form of a database file of OMNIS 7.3, a DBMS (Data Base Management System) manufactured by Blyth Software Ltd. This is the same DBMS that was used originally for the production of the catalogue database, a condition that simplifies things significantly as most of the management software is already available and has been repeatedly tested through everyday use. A specific application was written to allow the user to select, display and print specific portions of the database. The applica-
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Access by:

Individual Earthquake
Pick list: Earthquakes
Select an earthquake

Individual Locality
Pick list: Localities
Select a locality

Pick list:
List of felt localities
Select one
Text of comments for given locality

Pick list:
List of locality-specific references
Pick list:
List of comment-specific references
Select one
Text of selected synoptic comment

Pick list:
List of synoptic comments
Select one

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the application that has been developed for retrieving, selecting and displaying the catalogue data.

...Il terremoto ebbe luogo alle sei del mattino. Cominciò con un lungo movimento sussullutorio accompagnato da rumori sotterranei...
tion, which has exactly the same functionality under both MS-Windows and Macintosh, is also included in the CD. Given the non-commercial nature of this effort, the ING has been able to make a special agreement with Blyth Software Ltd. such that the DBMS and the associated application could be reproduced for about 2000 copies at virtually no additional cost.

Access to the data takes place in a menu-driven environment following two main modes: «by earthquake» and «by locality». Figure 1 outlines the different paths and options offered by each access mode. Figure 2 shows the main window displayed after choosing the access «by earthquake». The main window includes four scrolling pick-lists displaying the full earthquake list, the title of all the available synoptic comments, the author and title of all the available references, and the list of localities where the earthquake was reportedly felt. Initially only the first of these pick-lists is effectively filled with data. This list contains all the events included in the database and summarizes their main parameters:

- origin time;
- epicentral coordinates and epicentral zone;
- epicentral intensity and equivalent magnitude;
- number of felt localities;
- level of the investigations (accurate or expeditious).

The earthquake list can be modified to include only events selected on the basis of space, time or intensity criteria using the Select-
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**Access by earthquake**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year No</th>
<th>Da</th>
<th>Ho</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Lon RL</th>
<th>Lo</th>
<th>Imax</th>
<th>dl</th>
<th>Epicentral Zone</th>
<th>Me</th>
<th>RM</th>
<th>RC</th>
<th>Felt</th>
<th>UP</th>
<th>EARTHQUAKES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1192</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>Arezzo</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1197</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>Brescia</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1223</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>Basso bresciano</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1223</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Brescia</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1231</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Cassino</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1233</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>Venezia</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Space-time parameters**

Information available in previous catalogues

**State of earthquake review**

Development of earthquake review

**Earthquake's social context**

Concurrent natural and non-induced characteristics of the local building

**Comment**

Text of comment:

```
Le città più colpite, situate nel bacino padano, facevano parte della principale area produttiva e commerciale dell'Italia medievale; in particolare, Brescia era in quegli anni anche il centro del movimento eretical. Tutto ciò motivava la vasta ecosfera che ebbe questo terremoto nelle fonti del tempo. In quegli anni le città padane avrebbero una rapida e intensa espansione urbanistica, con le conseguenze della costruzione di nuove cinte murarie per inglobare i borghi cresciuti ai margini del precedente perimetro urbano. Con un corso migratorio di massa alla campagna apparirono in genere a un
```

Notes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Screen display of the catalogue: access by individual earthquake. The display shows all the information associated with the earthquake of 25 December 1222 in the Brescia area.
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The file is stored on the computer disk for any subsequent computer analyses or to obtain printouts.

Due to space limitations, the monograph (Boschi et al., 1995) contains about 10% of the information stored in the CD, and in particular:

- a list of synthetic earthquake parameters with statistics on the number of intensity rated localities;
- the number of reference sources divided by type;
- the complete list of intensity rated localities;
- a selection of the synoptic comments.

Figure 3 shows the main window displayed...
after choosing the access «by locality». The publication also includes a manual for proper installation and usage of the catalogue, and a set of articles describing the criteria adopted for gathering, analyzing and formatting the basic information forming the database.

4. Concluding remarks

We hope that the project undertaken by the ING to distribute its entire macroseismic database will have the effect of stimulating larger interest in historical seismology data. The new catalogue will certainly have a large potential audience among the scientists involved in various steps of the assessment of seismic hazard, such as paleoseismologists, microzonation experts and tsunami experts. Nevertheless we believe it may become a useful tool for all those who operate in any of the disciplines straddling human and natural science, such as archaeologists, geographers and architects.

We also hope that many of these scientists will take advantage of the convenience of the computer medium to develop automated procedures that may turn the world of descriptive information contained in the catalogue into quantitative parameters of the earthquake generation process. An application of this type was implemented in the catalogue itself to compute the equivalent macroseismic magnitude of all the earthquakes for which a minimum number of intensity rated localities is available.

For all these reasons, we believe the catalogue represents an important step towards the definition of common standards for collecting and analyzing historical seismicity data. Our next step will be to encourage all the scientists who may contribute to a better understanding of Italian historical seismicity to join this project, participate in the debate for setting appropriate common rules, and get ready to include their information in future releases of the catalogue.
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